The Ship’s Madora is a psychological Sci-Fi
mystery that will engage the reader with a
constant flow of story turns…
Quintin Cutter is an enslaved
human trapped on an alien
vessel that is poised to destroy
the Earth.
Though he possesses knowledge from the ancient JinLaa,
He’s forced to live a regimented life of menial labor – Until fate
intervenes. He uses his JinLaa wisdom to infiltrate the alien
Bomatu leadership. With his life in danger at all times he
must navigate the power structure of his alien captors.
Ironically, the closer he gets to saving the human population,
the more likely he and those he loves will die. His epic quest
to undermine a maniacal regime is destined to fail, but he
must try.

"This would make a GREAT movie!"

~Mira Furlan, Star of Babylon 5 - TV series
(Ambassador Delenn) Warner Brothers
Star of “LOST” five seasons and more…

"Compelling & unexpectedly sexy."

~Luisa Leschin, Writer/Producer –
Five Seasons, George Lopez (ABC) and more...

"The artwork in The Ship's Madora is
hauntingly illustrated. It vividly brings
to life both the humanity and the sexuality
of the characters, and immerses you instantly
into its own special and unique world...”

~Dee Wallace, ET The Extra-Terrestrial. “Just Add Magic” Amazon TV Series

“This is Sci-fi at its finest. A story of love, destiny and ultimate
fate; coupled with ‘Out of This World illustrations’ to wrap you in
an immersive journey of epic proportions.”
~Jacqueline Pinol, Quantum Break, TV series, as Dr. Sophia Amaral.
The voice of Dr. Sophia – Quantum Break Video Game

"These are interesting Images...That's
great."
~Carlos Huante, Concept Designer, Men in Black II
& Prometheus among other fantastic work.

“THE SHIP’S MADORA is that rare beast:
intelligent, sexy and fully realized sci-fi
eroticism. I was a slave to its alien charm.
Do yourself a favor: Read it and submit to
its power.”

~Alvaro Rodriguez, From Dusk til Dawn, TV series
writer/producer

“A timely premise - overthrowing a maniacal
regime - that adds resonance
to a fascinating sci-fi story!”
~Spiro Skentzos - Series Writer for ARROW,
The CW (CBS & Warner Brothers)

”...y'know, in my opinion The Ship's Madora is a sexy,
suspenseful page-turner. Every chapter is a cliff
hanger and, like good sex, the climax left me
simultaneously satisfied and wanting more!”
~Richard Cansino, Actor - Dr. Garin from
the Deja Q episode, Star Trek

"Awesome to the end - it never slows down. The
Ship's Madora is one of the best Sci-fi books I've
ever Read."
~TechMaster PEB, Music Producer –
Multiple Gold Hit Records

“Ship's Madora is an intriguing book that builds
suspense throughout its chapters. The Book is not
predictable. It held my attention until the very last
page. I never expected what was to come!”
~Bianca Matos, 26, Medical Student –
Sarasota, Florida

“Absolutely phenomenal! One of the most thrilling
story worlds I’ve ever encountered. I can’t wait to
see what’s coming next for this series! Also, the
illustrations added a fantastic bonus to the overall
experience. I loved the plot twists and turns and the
deep connections between the characters and the
destinies they shared.”
~DD Scott, Best Selling International Author

"The images add something invaluable to the
story. I can't imagine this book without
them."
~Jack Hale, 25 - Medical Researcher

"I'm not a Science Fiction fan, but I loved
this book!"
~B. Faber, Ladies Book Club, La Canada - CA

“More erotic than Fifty Shades of Grey,
and it isn’t even about sex… You don’t
expect the depth and complexity when
you begin the book.”
~Michael Yves Lavoie, 22. Actor/Musician

“The Ship’s Madora is simply, an incredibly satisfying read. The
story ends beautifully, and leaves just a hint of something more
to follow…”
~Vicki Williams, Author of 9 books on Amazon

“Warning: If you like the book, do not look ahead at the
illustrations. They’ll spoil the read.”
~Dario CiVon, Illustrator - The Ship’s Madora

